Abstract-Geometric partitioning is fast and effective for load-balancing dynamic applications, particularly those requiring geometric locality of data (particle methods, crash simulations). We present, to our knowledge, the first parallel implementation of a multidimensional-jagged geometric partitioner. In contrast to the traditional recursive coordinate bisection algorithm (RCB), which recursively bisects subdomains perpendicular to their longest dimension until the desired number of parts is obtained, our algorithm does recursive multi-section with a given number of parts in each dimension. By computing multiple cut lines concurrently and intelligently deciding when to migrate data while computing the partition, we minimize data movement compared to efficient implementations of recursive bisection. We demonstrate the algorithm's scalability and quality relative to the RCB implementation in Zoltan on both real and synthetic datasets. Our experiments show that the proposed algorithm performs and scales better than RCB in terms of run-time without degrading the load balance. Our implementation partitions 24 billion points into 65,536 parts within a few seconds and exhibits near perfect weak scaling up to 6K cores.
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INTRODUCTION
I N many areas of science and engineering, problem and dataset sizes are increasing rapidly due to technological advances that enable generation and storage of such data. This growth is fueled by our urge to better understand more complex phenomena. Many of the datasets are irregular, in the sense that no immediately observable or predictable pattern exists among data elements. Lack of such patterns makes it difficult to find simple, effective and efficient mechanisms to partition data for scalable parallel processing, as well as indexing and storage. While some data, like interaction networks (e.g., gene/protein interaction networks, social networks, task dependency networks) are defined only by interactions among entities, a significant amount of data includes spatial coordinates together with rules about how the elements interact based on those spatial coordinates. This paper deals with efficient partitioning of the latter datasets for parallel processing.
With recent increases in computing-system sizes, scalable partitioning for distributing data and tasks to processors has become critical to application performance. Researchers have been developing partitioning techniques for interaction-based datasets, in the form of graph and hypergraph partitioning ( [5] , [8] , [14] , [15] , [17] , [18] , [30] ) and for spatial datasets ( [3] , [13] , [24] , [28] , [29] ) for more than four decades. Yet the complexity of the problems (many are NP-hard) makes it challenging to develop both effective and scalable solutions. For many applications for which spatial information is available, spatial partitioning is preferred over interaction-based (also called connectivity-based) methods because of its speed, despite the fact that spatial partitioners do not provide an exact model for the communication cost of most applications. Scalability is crucial especially when dataset sizes and architectural changes require applications to use massively parallel machines to obtain effective solutions. The scalability of the partitioner is an important part of the applications' scalability, especially in applications needing dynamic load balancing; time to partition should scale at the same rate as the application's computation time.
Partitioning in parallel is a chicken-and-egg problem. We assume the data is already distributed in the memory of the parallel machine by the application and there is no replication. This initial data distribution directly affects at least the execution time of the partitioner, and in some implementations might affect the the partition quality. If the initial data distribution is not load balanced, some of the processors may have significantly more work than others, leading to load imbalance while computing the partition. Some successful parallel partitioners, such as the recursive coordinate bisection (RCB) [3] implementation in Zoltan, migrate data while partitioning, which improves both load balance and data locality during partitioning. As its name implies, RCB obtains a partition of a dataset by recursively bisecting the domain into two parts with cutting planes orthogonal to a coordinate axis, so that the weight of data on each side of the cutting plane is equal. Migration happens after each bisection, and hence, depending on the initial data distribution, it could result in significant data movement during partitioning.
In this paper, we propose an efficient parallel geometric partitioning algorithm for multi-dimensional datasets. Our algorithm computes partitions by recursively multi-sectioning the dataset. Hence, our algorithm, multi-jagged (MJ), can be viewed as generalization of two-dimensional jagged partitions (also called semi-generalized block distribution) [22] , [27] , [35] to multiple dimensions. There are many efficient heuristics and optimal, sequential algorithms [22] , [27] , [29] to compute two-dimensional partitions of dense twodimensional arrays, where each element represents the load of its respective object in two-dimensional space. We aim to partition objects with real-valued coordinate information given in multi-dimensional space. Our algorithm can be also viewed as a generalization of RCB in which we perform multi-sections instead of bisections in each level of recursion; the number of sections can be given by the user (or computed by us). Hence, one can use our algorithm to perform RCB. However, as shown in [29] , by considering multiple cut-lines concurrently, heuristic jagged partitioning generally yields better load balance (especially for workloads with non-uniform weights) than greedy recursive bisection algorithms that assume a good bisection at each level yields a good final partition. As we will show, in a parallel environment, our algorithm also scales better than RCB due to reduced data movement.
We have implemented our algorithm in the Zoltan2 [4] framework, which is a revision of the Zoltan library [10] exploiting advances in compiler technology and software design principles. We have experimentally evaluated our implementation of the new algorithm against Zoltan's robust RCB implementation, which is used successfully in many large scale applications [31] , [32] , [11] . The experiments on real and synthetic datasets show that the proposed algorithm performs and scales better than the existing RCB method in terms of run-time without degrading the load balance. We also compare the communication patterns of the resulting partitions, and show that, although multi-sectioning has a larger theoretical upper-bound, the two methods produce similar communication patterns in practice.
Our MJ algorithm is already in use in several scenarios. For example, it repartitions coarsened matrix operators in the multigrid solver MueLu [9] , so that coarse-matrix operations are both balanced and scalable. In this context, MJ partitioned 22:3 million coordinates into 20,736 parts on 131K cores as part of a nine billion element simulation of low Mach number fluid flow with unstructured meshes on DOE's Cielo Cray XE6 supercomputer [19] . In recent studies, Lin et al. used MJ to partition 78:4 million coordinates into 78K parts on 524K cores of DOE's Sequoia BlueGene/Q supercomputer [20] . They demonstrate better application performance and scaling using MJ in the second-generation Trilinos stack, when compared to RCB in the first-generation Trilinos stack. In addition, our new algorithm is used for architecture-aware placement of MPI ranks onto allocated cores of a supercomputer to reduce network congestion and application communication costs. Our geometric partitioner orders both allocated nodes and applications' MPI ranks in a consistent way that places interdependent ranks in "nearby" cores. For a structured finite-difference proxy-application [2] , mapping with MJ reduced execution time by 34 percent on average on 65,536 cores of Cielo [7] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Background and related work are presented in Section 2. Section 3 includes the details of our proposed parallel multi-dimensional jagged algorithm. Experimental evaluation is presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
BACKGROUND
Spatial partitioners use only geometric information from the application to compute partitions. They have several advantages over graph-or hypergraph-based methods. Spatial partitioners typically have lower runtimes to compute partitions. They assign physically close objects together within a processor; this feature is important for applications such as contact detection and particle methods for which geometric locality of data is important. And they can be used in applications where connectivity information is unavailable, such as particle methods or visualization.
The input to spatial partitioners includes a set of physical coordinates (e.g., ðx; y; zÞ in 3D) and, optionally, weights associated with each point. Additionally, desired part sizes can be provided; the algorithmic details of handling nonuniform part sizes are straightforward and will not be presented in this paper. The output of spatial partitioners is a list of part numbers to which the input points are assigned.
Formally, given the coordinates C i;j and weights W j of N data points in d dimensional space (0 i < d and 0 j < N), and the number of parts k and maximum allowed imbalance ratio ", the spatial (coordinate) partitioning problem can be defined as finding k non-overlapping bounding boxes B k ¼ fb 1À ; b 1þ ; b 2À ; b 2þ ; . . . ; b dÀ ; b dþ g for all parts 1 k k that cover all data points. A data point j is said to be in part k, i.e., m j ¼ k, if and only if it is inside the bounding box B k , i.e., b iÀ < C i;j < b iþ for all 0 i < d. The goal is to achieve balanced parts defined as X j;0 j<N^k¼m j W j ð1 þ "ÞW avg for all parts 1 k k, where " is a user-specified imbalance tolerance, and W avg is the average weight defined as
. In addition to achieving even load distribution, spatial partitioning aims to reduce the communication overhead of the application. However, without precise connectivity information, spatial partitioning implicitly reduces communication by increasing geometric locality. Therefore, communication can be estimated by metrics such as the length of the bounding boxes (approximating total communication volume), or the number of neighboring boxes (approximating the total number of messages).
The complexity of spatial partitioning increases with the number of dimensions in the data, the existence of weights for the data, and the data's density/sparsity. For dense onedimensional (1D) partitioning (also known as chains-onchains partitioning), Pınar and Aykanat [28] provide an extensive theoretical and experimental comparison of 1D algorithms. For dense two-dimensional partitioning (2D), Saule et al. [29] present a survey of existing methods and introduce new, more effective variants. For example, rectilinear partitioning (also known as general block distribution [1] ) partitions 2D space into a P Â Q mesh with non-uniform mesh spacing such that the load of each part is balanced. This problem is NP-hard [12] , and, hence, efficient heuristics are proposed [24] . P Â Q jagged-partitioning [27] , [35] relaxes rectilinear partitioning such that space is first partitioned into P row (or column) stripes, and then each stripe is partitioned independently into Q parts. In another variant called m-way Jagged partitioning [29] , the number of parts while partitioning P stripes is decided based on the load of each stripe. Octrees [21] , [23] and space-filling curves [25] , [26] , [36] have been used for two-and threedimensional spatial partitioning; both produce partitions with similar quality. Each point is assigned an octant or a space-filling curve key, respectively, based on its position in space; a 1D traversal of the octree or space-filling curve is then partitioned into equally weighted parts.
The most popular techniques for spatially partitioning dense or sparse data arguably are variants of recursive bisection. In recursive coordinate bisection [3] , a cutting plane perpendicular to a coordinate axis is computed such that the total weight of data on each side of the cutting plane is equal; the resulting two subregions are then recursively divided until the desired number of parts is obtained. (When the number of desired parts is not a power of two, parts can be obtained by simply adjusting split ratios in each bisection.) Fig. 1(left) shows an example using RCB to find 16 parts. The thick, red line represents the initial bisection; progressively thinner blue, green, and pink lines represent subsequent cuts in the recursion. Several alternatives for selecting the dimension (x, y, or z) of each cutting plane [29] are possible, such as alternating dimension or longest dimension. In most common implementations, the longest dimension of the bounding box including the data is chosen to be cut. The dimension is selected independently for each bisection, with the intent that subdomains' aspect ratios approach one. Principal axes of the geometric data can be used instead of the coordinate axes; this variant is called recursive inertial bisection [33] , [34] .
The main kernel of RCB is finding the cutting plane. Zoltan's parallel implementation uses a binary-search approach to finding the median. The minimum and maximum data coordinates in the cut direction are found, and the initial cutting plane is taken as the average of the minimum and maximum. The weight of points to the left and right of the cut is computed via a parallel reduction operation, and the cut is moved left or right depending on whether the left side's load is heavier or lighter, respectively, than the right's. This process repeats until the left and right side are equally weighted. Information about points closest to the cut is included in the reduction operations to allow small amounts of weight to be shifted between parts and, potentially, avoid additional iterations by satisfying the balance criterion immediately.
Once the median is found, data is reorganized into left and right subgroups for recursion. The algorithm recursively partitions the subgroups each with its own new bounding box and a new cut dimension.
In the serial implementation, points are not moved when the left and right subgroups are formed; instead, an index array points to the data in each subgroup. But in parallel, points are migrated into subgroups based on their positions relative to the cutting plane. The processors are divided into two sets; points to the left of the cut are sent to processors in one set while points to the right are sent to processors in the other. Only coordinate information is sent, not all application data associated with the points. The amount of data sent depends on the input distribution of the data. When doing dynamic partitioning to correct small imbalances or changes in locality, the migration cost is expected to be small. Static partitioning with arbitrarily distributed data, however, can result in significant migration costs.
Once the data is migrated, multiple cuts can be computed independently and in parallel by using different subcommunicators for the processors in different sets. Reduction operations to compute bounding boxes and accumulate weights on each side of a cutting plane during the median-finding routine are performed within the subcommunicators. When the subcommunicator size is one, the implementation reverts to the serial algorithm. There are some similarities between this implementation of RCB and our Multi-Jagged implementation. The next section describes our algorithm and the implementation details.
MULTI-JAGGED: MULTI-DIMENSIONAL JAGGED PARTITIONING
The Multi-dimensional Jagged algorithm is a geometric partitioning method in which a P l -way multi-sectioning is applied recursively to partition a domain into k ¼ Q d 0 À1 l¼0 P l parts for a given recursion depth d 0 . Fig. 1 (middle) shows a 16-part decomposition of a 2D domain generated by MJ with d 0 ¼ 2 and
Red lines show the first fourway multi-section; each of the four subdomains is then divided into four, as shown by the horizontal lines.
The goal for MJ is to improve upon parallel RCB to make a scalable algorithm for very large data sets and for large numbers of parts. MJ has several key differences from RCB.
First, MJ reduces the depth of recursion by doing multisection instead of bisection. To multi-sect, say, the x-dimension into P l parts, the initial cut lines are spaced evenly between the minimum and maximum x-coordinates of the input data. The weight of points in the parts between pairs of adjacent cut lines is computed, and the cut lines are moved in order to adjust the weight in the parts. This process iterates until the parts all have the same weight.
Second, to improve scalability, MJ has several options that allow trade-offs between computation and data migration. MJ has the ability to avoid entirely the data migration costs that are inherent in parallel RCB. All processors cooperate to compute cuts at all levels of the recursion; subcommunicators are not used as in RCB. This mode is illustrated in Fig. 1 (middle), where the horizontal cuts in each subdomain are computed in sequence by all processors. Alternatively, MJ can migrate data to intermediate subdomains as in RCB to allow concurrent computation of cuts during the recursion; in Fig. 1(right) , the horizontal cuts are computed concurrently in subcommunicators. Each mode has advantages, depending on the distribution of the input. In addition, MJ can perform "smart" migration, switching between modes based on the imbalance of the partitioner, predictions of the number of global reductions needed during partitioning, and estimates of the future communication-computation bounds. For example, migration might be very expensive for datasets in which the points are scattered randomly to the processors, while it is expected to be less expensive for datasets with localized points in processors. MJ favors migration for the latter, while it avoids migration for the former. Details of this "smart" migration heuristic are in Section 3.2.
Third, unlike Zoltan's RCB which uses only MPI for parallelism, MJ is implemented using a hybrid MPI+OpenMP paradigm. This implementation allows MJ to fully exploit multicore architectures to provide dynamic load balancing to applications running with MPI+threads. While the multithreaded implementation is not the focus of this paper, it is critical for hybrid applications in which Zoltan's singlethreaded RCB implementation would result in idle cores during partitioning. Moreover, since MJ's hybrid implementation uses fewer processes, it may reduce data movement during partitioning.
The Basic MJ Algorithm
Algorithm 1 gives the overall description of MJ. The algorithm takes a dataset of n d-dimensional coordinates C, computational weights W , and a vector P of size d 0 which is an array of the number of parts desired at each recursion level. MJ computes a partition with maximum imbalance ",
steps. In order to avoid data movement, MJ maintains a permutation array (Permute) of length n. Coordinate data is not rearranged during partitioning; instead, Permute stores the indices of the coordinates, and part assignments are made by reordering Permute. xPerm maintains the beginning and end indices of each part in Permute. Initially, there is a single part with all coordinates. Then, P is traversed, and the dimension on which the partitioning will occur (i) is determined in a round-robin fashion. 1DPART is then called for all available parts (i.e., for k which is initially 1), and partitioning information is stored in m. UPDATEPERM (not shown) updates the Permute array, and stores the beginning indices of new parts in newxPerm according to the part assignment information. Once all parts are partitioned along a dimension, the number of parts k increases by factor of P l . At this point, the algorithm estimates whether migrating the coordinates is good for the execution time or not by using CHECKANDMI-GRATE where, if needed, the actual migration operation is also performed and the subcommunicators are created. After this point, the partitioning continues in the next dimension.
Algorithm 1. Parallel MULTI-JAGGED Algorithm
Data: d; n; C d;n ; W n ; "; d 0 ; P d 0 for j from 0 to n À 1 do Permute j j; // Initialize permutation k 1; // All of C is in one part xPerm 0 0; xPerm 1 n; for l from 0 to d 0 À 1 do i l mod d; // Dimension to partition // Compute P l parts within each current part for p from 0 to k À 1 do pBegin xPerm p ; pEnd xPerm pþ1 ; m 1DPART ðC i;Ã ; W ; Permute; pBegin; pEnd; "; P l Þ; newxPerm UPDATEPERMðPermute; pBegin; pEnd; mÞ; k k Â P l ; CHECKANDMIGRATE ðn; C Ã;Ã ; W; m; newxPerm; kÞ; xPerm newxPerm;
The pseudocode of 1DPART is given in Algorithm 2. 1DPART finds P l part assignments with " imbalance for the given single dimensional coordinates associated with weights W . As the first step, GETINITIAL (not shown) finds the minimum and maximum coordinate together with the total weight of the part (C . Moreover initial parts are assigned with following formula: 1DPART maintains two arrays (hiBounds; loBounds) to store the upper and lower coordinates bounds of each cut. Flags indicating whether a cut position is finalized or not are saved in the done array. After initialization, the iteration at line A continues until all cut positions are finalized. In every step, the part weights (pWeights) are calculated by calling GETPARTWEIGHTS; then according to this part weight information, GETNEWCUTS either finalizes a position of a cut, or makes a new estimate for the new cut position.
The most computationally expensive portion of our algorithm is deciding the part to which all coordinates belong. This operation is O(n) in RCB. However, it is O (n logðP l Þ) when using multi-section, as each point has to be placed in one of the P l parts, which can be done in a binary-search-like fashion. Although computational cost is slightly increased, finding multiple cuts in each iteration reduces the needed communication cost, and, hence, yields faster execution.
Algorithm 3 outlines GETPARTWEIGHTS. GETPARTWEIGHTS initializes the part weights of non-finalized parts to 0. It computes the part assignment for all coordinates by traversing the coordinates and comparing them to the cut lines. To reduce the computational cost, part information from the previous iteration is used as initial part estimates for the binary search. Once a coordinate's part is found, its part assignment and the part's weight are updated accordingly. If the left and right cut lines of the part in which the coordinate lies are finalized, no further calculation is done for the coordinate. During these iterations, we also store the left and right closest coordinates to each cut line. This detail is omitted in the psuedocode for simplicity. This information is used later in GETNEWCUTS to be able to skip any huge holes in the input domain. Once the part weights are known in each process, a prefix-sum operation is performed on the pWeights, and a single REDUCEALL operation computes the global part weights. MJ can then evaluate each cut position independently of other cut positions; each cut can be evaluated by comparing the weight on its left and right. Once the global part weights are known, the GETNEWCUTS function (Algorithm 4) determines whether the cut positions are final. If the cuts are to be moved, it makes a new guess for the new cut coordinates. GETNEWCUTS traverses all the cuts and skips the ones that are already finalized. For each cut that is not finalized, it computes the expected weight (ew) and the imbalances to the left and right of the cut (li; ri). If they are both smaller than ", the position of the cut is finalized. Otherwise, a better upper or lower bound is computed and the new cut position is estimated using them.
In order to compute a better upper or lower bound, let us assume without loss of generality that the weight on the left side of a cut is less than the expected weight; the operations are simply reversed when the weight on the right side is less than its expected weight. When the weight on the left side of a cut is less than the expected weight, the lower bound for where the cut could be is set to the cut's position, as that position is our best estimate so far. In order to compute a better position for the cut, the cuts on the right side of the current cut are traversed in TIGHTENBOUNDS (not shown). If a right-side cut (cuts p 0 ) with an equal weight to the expected weight is found, the new cut coordinate is set to cuts p 0 . If the weight of a right-side cut is greater than the expected weight and is less than the current upper bound, the upper bound is tightened to this position. When the weight of a right-side cut is lower than the expected weight, it is a better lower bound than before. After the new upper and lower bounds are determined, the function estimates a new position for the cut. While doing that, the weights of the upper and lower bounds are used (omitted in the algorithm for simplicity), and an estimate is computed by assuming uniform distribution of weights between the upper and lower bounds. If the new estimated cut position is the same as the previous cut position, the imbalance tolerance cannot be achieved; therefore, the cut coordinate is finalized. This situation occurs when there are coordinates with a total weight more than unit weight exactly on the cut line position. To achieve a balanced partition, some of the coordinates must be placed on the left side of the cut, while the rest of the coordinates must be placed on the right side.
Migration of the Coordinates
After a partition along a dimension is completed, the coordinates in each part can be localized in a smaller number of processors by performing migration. However, the volume of the migration operation is linear with the total number of coordinates; hence, migration might become a bottleneck for the partitioning algorithm. Therefore, MJ tries to avoid migration. When MJ does not migrate data, all MPI processes participate in computing the position of each cut. This requirement might reveal two problems.
Load imbalance. MPI processes might have different numbers of coordinates in parts computed during the execution of MJ. Therefore, the MPI processes will have different loads in further partitioning of these parts. The worst case occurs when an MPI process does not have any points in a part. Even though the process does not have any points, it will participate in the computation and communication. Taking such considerations into account, CHECKANDMIGRATE calculates the imbalance of the processors in each part. The function performs a single REDUCEALL to find the total number of coordinates in each part (N Ã;Ã ), and another REDUCEALL to calculate the imbalance which is defined as
where r is the number of processors, N avg;j ¼ N Ã;j r is the average number of coordinates over the processors in part j, and N i;j is the number of local points of processor i in part j. If MJ does not perform migration, all subsequent partitions are computed one after the other, with each taking less time if the work is balanced. As the imbalance increases, the cost of subsequent partitioning also increases. On the other hand, as imbalance increases, migration becomes cheaper, as imbalance suggests that the data is already localized, which reduces the volume of the migration. Therefore, MJ performs migration when this imbalance value is greater than a specified threshold. We choose this threshold empirically as 30 percent as a result of our initial experiments.
High number of global messages. In a single call of the 1DPART function, the number of global messages is m ¼ 1 þ it, where it is the iteration count of the loop in line A of Algorithm 2. Assuming that it 0 is the average iteration count, and t is the total number of calls to 1DPART, the total number of messages becomes t Â ðit 0 þ 1Þ, in which t can be computed as follows:
For example, with 32 Â 32 Â 32 ¼ 32;768 parts, t ¼ 1057. Although this t is small, the number of global messages might become problematic as the number of processors and partitioning dimensions d 0 increases. Therefore, throughout its execution, MJ limits the number of future REDUCEALL operations red opt , and performs migration when red opt Ã r is greater than a specified value. We choose this threshold empirically as 1:5M as a result of initial experiments.
Communication-bounded last-dimension partitioning. Even if the processor imbalances are very low, migration may improve the partitioner's performance, since computation of cuts in the last dimensions may be communication bounded. There are Q d 0 À2 l¼0 P l parts at the beginning of the last step. In the best case (when imbalance ¼ 0), each processor owns
When doing the migration, two cases might occur. When r k, each processor can be given one or more parts. To minimize migration volume, a part is greedily assigned to the available processor with the largest number of coordinates in that part. When r > k, several processors will be assigned to a single part. As before, the processors are greedily chosen according to their availability and the number of coordinates they have in that part. Since there are several processors assigned to a single part, the processors will perform communication operations in the further iterations. Therefore, a second idea would be to assign a part to the set of processors that are close to each other. Although this assignment might increase the volume of the migration, it might decrease the cost of future communication operations. However, the performance of these variants is architecture-dependent. Although MJ supports both of these processor-assignment heuristics, we use only the first one in our experiments, since there was no significant executiontime difference on the architecture we used.
After each processor determines to which processor it should send its data, migration is performed. A part might be assigned to a single processor, and the processors might own more than one part. In this case, further partitions of these parts are computed sequentially by the owner processor. On the other hand, if a part is assigned to a set of processors, a smaller subcommunicator is created, and further partitioning of that part is performed in this smaller subset of processors. Depending on the number of parts assigned to the processor, CHECKANDMIGRATE updates newxPerm, xPerm, and k.
Partitioning into Arbitrary Numbers of Parts
For simplicity, Section 3.1 explains a limited partitioning into k ¼ P 0 Â P 1 Â Á Á Á Â P d 0 À1 parts. However, MJ does not require k to be a product of integers P l . Instead, k can be any number, even a prime number. Therefore, MJ can be defined in a more general way: MJ partitions the set of coordinates into a desired number of parts k in a given number of steps (recursion depth d 0 ). For example, Fig. 1 Fig. 2 shows an example of MJ used to partition a dataset (with total weight 460 equal to its area) into k ¼ 23 parts in d 0 ¼ 2 steps. Initially, MJ determines the number of sections that will partition the data along the first dimension; that is, partArray 0 ¼ d23 1=2 e ¼ 5. Then, MJ determines how many future parts will be obtained from each part. In this case, the first three parts will be partitioned into 5, while the last two parts will be partitioned into 4. The weights for the parts are adjusted according to the future number of parts, and MJ multisects the data that yields a partioning into five parts with weights 100, 100, 100, 80 and 80, respectively. The first three parts and the last two are partitioned into five and four parts, respectively, yielding 23 parts, each with weight 20.
Properties of Partitions from Multi-Jagged
In this section, we use some definitions used to analyze the properties of RCB [3] . The definitions are restated here for clarity. Each partition line in Fig. 1 is subdivided into a number of segments by the incidence of other partition lines. For example, the first (red) cut line using RCB in Fig. 1(left) is subdivided into seven segments. The graph of a partition is the dual graph obtained by representing each part by a vertex, and adding an edge between two nodes if and only if the corresponding regions share a segment.
For the analysis of spatial partitions, assume that each part is assigned to different processors. As a result, there are two metrics to analyze the quality of the partition: the maximum degree of a vertex in the partition graph and the total number of edges in the partition graph. The analysis in this section is restricted to partitioning in two dimensions p Â q, even though the multi-jagged algorithm works for arbitrary number of dimensions. To simplify the discussion, we say stripes are the regions corresponding to parts in the first dimension. For example, Fig. 1(middle) has four vertical stripes. Each stripe is further partitioned into q parts with q À 1 cut lines.
The upper bound for the maximum degree of a vertex in the partition graph is 2 Â q þ 2. This bound arises when any one part in stripe i (1 < i < p) shares its perimeter with all the q parts of each of the two neighboring stripes i À 1 and i þ 1. This upper bound was observed previously in Manne and Srevik [22] . If p ¼ q ¼ 2 k=2 for computing 2 k parts, the upper bound for the maximum degree of a vertex in the partition graph is 2 Â 2 k=2 þ 2; this bound is worse than the upper bound for RCB which is 2 k=2 þ 2 k=2À1 þ 3 (when k is even and k ! 4) [3] . The difference between the two upper bounds is 2 k=2À1 À 1; however, we will show that MJ and RCB behave similarly in practice. When k is odd, MJ can reach the same upper bound as RCB by using p ¼ 2 bk=2cþ1 and q ¼ 2 bk=2c . Instead of using p ¼ q, we can increase p to obtain a better bound in practice.
The total number of edges in the partition graph can be derived using a simple constructive argument. Within any one stripe i, there are q regions (or q vertices in the partition graph) and q À 1 cut lines (or q À 1 edges in the partition graph). There are p such stripes, resulting in p Â ðq À 1Þ edges corresponding to the cut lines in the second dimension.
The number of edges corresponding to the cut lines in the first dimension is the number of segments that could be created by joining p stripes. Consider the case with two stripes (p ¼ 2). The least number of segments (q) on the cut line between the two stripes is obtained when for any j; 1 j q, the jth cut lines inside both stripes are collinear. Moving any one of the cut lines in the second dimension up/down increases the number of segments by at most two. There are q À 1 such cut lines, which gives us 2 Â ðq À 1Þ as the maximum number of segments between two stripes. There are p À 1 such cut lines (or p stripes) giving us ðp À 1Þ Â ð2 Â q À 1Þ segments. Adding the number of segments from the second dimension, the upper bound for the total number of edges in the partition graph is p Â ðq À 1Þ þ ðp À 1Þ Â ð2 Â q À 1Þ. When p ¼ q ¼ 2 k=2 , the upper bound is 3 Â 2 k À 2 k=2þ2 þ 1, the same as the upper bound for RCB (when k is even).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of MJ on various real and synthetically generated datasets. We compared MJ's runtime and partition quality with those of RCB. All experiments were run on the Hopper supercomputer, a Cray XE6 at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center. Each compute node on Hopper has two twelve-core AMD "MagnyCours" processors running at 2.1 GHz, with 32 GBs of memory (slightly more than 1 GB of memory per core). Hopper has a Cray "Gemini" interconnect for internode communication.
We used Zoltan and Zoltan2 [10] to test RCB and MJ, respectively. Zoltan (hence, RCB) is implemented in C; Zoltan2 (hence, MJ) is in C++. We used the gcc compiler (version 4:7:1) with -O3 optimization flag, and the OpenMPI library (version 1:4:5). For fair comparisons with RCB (which does not have multithreading support), we ran all experiments with one MPI rank per core.
Experiments were run on four synthetic and three real datasets, whose properties are shown in Table 1 . Uniform and Normal are 2D datasets whose ðx; y) coordinates are randomly distributed with uniform and normal distributions, respectively. 2DANorm is generated by taking the absolute values of ðx; yÞ drawn from normal distributions; a circular hole in the domain creates a large empty region (see Fig. 3 ), making this dataset challenging to find cut positions with linear prediction methods. 3DANorm is the threedimensional analogue of 2DANorm. Two real datasets (huge-bubbles and europe_osm) are from the University of Florida sparse matrix collection [6] . The tetraMesh dataset is a 3D mesh of the Greenland ice sheet [16] . The execution time of the partitioning algorithm depends highly on the initial distribution of the data. Thus, we studied scaling on datasets with different initial distributions of the coordinates among the processors. For the synthetic datasets, each processor generated points across the entire domain according to the specified distribution. Thus, in this default initial distribution, each processor had points from across the entire domain. After partitioning along a dimension, if further partitioning was localized via migration, migration volume would be very large. On the other hand, if localization was avoided and further partitioning was done by all processors, the workloads of the processors would be quite balanced, as all processors would have roughly equal numbers of points in all regions of the domain and, thus, in each part.
In our experiments, we compared this default initial distribution with data that was localized via pre-partitioning. As before, the processors generated their coordinates randomly. Then RCB was used to partition the datasets into the given number of processors. All of the coordinates were then migrated to their assigned processor in this prepartition, and the resulting localized data distribution was used as the initial distribution for MJ and RCB. In this scenario, MJ and RCB might still need to migrate data. For example, MJ might require migration since pre-partitioning was done with RCB, while RCB might require migration since the pre-partition had r parts and the target partition had k parts.
Partition Quality
We used two metrics to evaluate the quality of a partition: load balance and communication costs for the application.
Load balance is the goal of both MJ and RCB, and both did well in this metric. As the data used in the experiments in this paper have unit weights, both algorithms found perfectly balanced partitions. Therefore, their partition quality in terms of load balance was the same.
Neither RCB nor MJ minimize the application communication costs metric explicitly; instead, enforcing geometric proximity of data within processors is meant to implicitly keep communication costs low. To estimate application communication costs, we computed the maximum and total number of messages induced by computed partitions. Since each neighbor represents a communication message, we counted the number of neighbors of each part and reported the maximum number of messages per part, and the total number of messages over the entire partition. In this experiment, we ran MJ with Figs. 4 and 5 give the results for 2D and 3D datasets, respectively. As seen in the figures, the total number of messages is similar for RCB and MJ variants. This result is supported by the theory in Section 3.4. Even though the maximum number of messages is worse with MJ than with RCB, it is much lower than the theoretical worst-case bounds. For example, for 65,536 parts with 256 Â 256 partitioning, the theoretical worst-case maximum number of messages with MJ is 2 Â 256 þ 2 ¼ 514, while the actual number is 109 or less in all our experiments. Moreover, in most of the cases, the maximum number of neighbors can be reduced by increasing the recursion depth, as MJ' generally has lower maximum numbers of neighbors than MJ.
Weak Scaling
Weak scaling experiments were performed using the synthetic datasets. Every processor was given 4M coordinates, and the number of processors ranged from 1 to 6144. Since the number of points per processor, and hence, the work, was kept constant, the ideal result would be constant execution time as the number of processors increased. In practice, however, we expect small increases in the execution time as we increase the processor count because of increased communication costs as the number of processors increases. In this experiment, 2D datasets were partitioned into 65,536 parts; the 3D dataset was partitioned into 32,768. MJ partitioned the space into 256 Â 256 and 32 Â 32 Â 32 parts for the 2D and 3D datasets, respectively. Fig. 3 . An example of a 2DANorm dataset Fig. 6 shows the weak-scaling execution times of MJ and RCB, normalized with respect to the sequential run-time of RCB on the corresponding dataset. In Fig. 6 , the default initial distribution was used, with each processor owning coordinates across the entire domain. We see in the figure that the execution time of RCB increased with the number of processors due to the cost of migration. Since the points owned by a processor can be from any region of the domain, a significant portion of the data (roughly half) needed to be migrated between subsets of processors after each bisection. On the other hand, in most instances, MJ avoided migration as it was predicted to be expensive. As seen in the figure, MJ did not have perfect weak scaling, but the increase in MJ's parallel execution time was much smaller than RCB's. Even though the migration was expensive in these experiments, MJ did perform migration starting from 6;144 (1; 536) processors to avoid 256 Â it 0 (1;024 Â it 0 ) REDUCEALL operations among large numbers of processors for the 2D (3D) datasets. Although performing migration in these cases reduced the performance of MJ, the cost of the migration was lower than in RCB, since it was performed only once. Even in the 3D datasets, migration was performed only after partitioning along the first dimension, which reduced the migration cost relative to RCB. Fig. 7 shows the weak-scaling execution times (again, normalized to sequential RCB) using MJ and RCB with the same datasets, but now with initial distributions localized by RCB pre-partitioning. In this experiment, we also studied the effect of perturbing the input after the pre-partitioning step. Perturbing the data changes the execution time by changing the migration volume and/or the number of iterations needed to compute cut positions. In the figure, the Noise value refers to the fraction of points in each processor whose coordinates have been regenerated using a uniform distribution after pre-partitioning. Each processor chose the interval for its uniform distribution by doubling the minimum and maximum coordinate distance to the processor centroid. In Fig. 7 , Noise ¼ 0 represents the normalized execution time of MJ and RCB with pre-partitioning and no perturbed points, while Noise ¼ 0:05 represents the increase in execution time when perturbations were applied to 5 percent of the points.
Since the processors had localized data in this experiment, we expected the total migration volume to be lower than in the previous experiment. Also because of the localization, the workloads of the processors among the parts after the first partitioning in MJ were uneven. Therefore, MJ chose to perform migration in all instances in this experiment, including the ones with noise. As shown in Fig. 7 , MJ performed better than RCB in most instances, even though the pre-partitioning was done with RCB and MJ's migration volume was expected to be larger than that of RCB. This result was mainly because MJ performed migration less frequently than RCB. For example, with the 2D datasets, MJ migrated data only once after partitioning the dataset into 256 parts, regardless of the number processors used. The migration cost of MJ increased with the number of processors, because the migration volume and the number of processors participating in the migration increased. When we added noise to the datasets, we observed that greater migration volume more significantly increased the execution time at large core counts for RCB than for MJ. For example, when 5 percent noise was added to the 3DANorm dataset on 6;144 processors, the execution time of RCB increased to 92:08 seconds from 57:11 seconds, while the execution time of MJ increased to 17:50 seconds from 13:42 seconds.
A surprising result in Fig. 7 is that MJ's execution time decreased above 24 processors. On 24 processors, processor workloads were imbalanced after the 2D (3D) datasets were partitioned into 256 (32) along the first dimension. During migration, 16 (8) processors received 11 (2) of the resulting parts each, while 8 (16) processors received 10 (1) parts each. Therefore, after partitioning along the first dimension, the processors had imbalanced workloads, resulting in higher execution times. For higher processor counts, processor workloads were balanced after the first partition; if workloads became imbalanced, they did so at later steps.
In the weak scaling experiments, we observe that the execution time of both MJ and RCB were smaller when the data was pre-partitioned for almost all instances compared to their counterparts in Fig. 6 . Localization via migration makes the algorithms faster for subsequent steps, and with prepartitioning, the cost of each migration is lower. However, there were a few instances for which the algorithms ran more slowly on the data with 5 percent noise than without pre-partitioning (e.g., 6;144-processor experiments with MJ on 2DANorm and RCB on Normal). Even though the migration costs were lower with pre-partitioning, execution time increased because, with noise, the global intervals in which cuts were considered changed, resulting in increased time to find cut positions.
Strong Scaling
Strong scaling experiments were run up to 1,536 processors for all synthetic and real datasets in Table 1 . The synthetic dataset size was 50M points. As in the weak-scaling experiments, 2D datasets were partitioned into 65,536 (256 Â 256 for MJ) parts and 3D datasets were partitioned into 32,768 (32 Â 32 Â 32 for MJ). Fig. 8 shows the strong-scaling speedup with respect to sequential RCB for the generated datasets with the default initial distribution (i.e., each processor owning points from across the entire domain).
In all instances, MJ obtained higher speedups than RCB. As in our weak-scaling experiments, this result was due to differing migration costs in the two methods. In all datasets, RCB scaled well up to 384 processors; starting at 1;536 processors, RCB was communication bounded. With the 2D datasets, MJ showed increasing speedups up to 96 processors; then the speedup dropped slightly for 384 processors, and increased again for 1;536 processors. Increasing the number of processors reduced the work of each processor and made the partitioning more communication bounded, causing MJ to switch from no-migration mode to migration mode. For example, when partitioning Uniform with 384 processors, each processors initially owned $130K coordinates. After partitioning into 256 parts along the first dimension, each part in each processor had $ 500 coordinates, less than the threshold (1;000) from Section 3.2. The added migration lowered the speedup on 384 processors, but the speedup was recovered at 1;536 processors. The switch between MJ's no-migration and migration modes occurred at 96 processors for 3D datasets.
We observed higher speedups for 3DANorm than for the 2D datasets. Since each recursion level found fewer parts for 3DANorm compared to the 2D datasets, less time was spent in steps that were communication bounded. For example, with 1;536 processors, each processor initially owned only $ 32:5K coordinates, so partitioning was communication bounded in the first recursion level. In this level, MJ performed more operations by finding 255 cuts in 2D datasets, while for 3D datasets, MJ sought only 31 cuts. Data migration reduces this problem in subsequent recursion levels. Fig. 9 shows the strong scaling speedups with the prepartitioned initial distributions. As before, we add an MJ variant MJ' to the comparisons. In MJ', the recursion depth is doubled; that is, MJ' partitions the 2D datasets into 16 Â 16 Â 16 Â 16, and 3D datasets into 4 Â 4 Â 4 Â 8 Â 8 Â 8 parts. Similar to the weak-scaling experiments in Fig. 7 , we also study how speedups are affected by the addition of 5 percent noise. In Fig. 9 , Noise ¼ 0.05 corresponds to the speedups obtained for the datasets perturbed with 5 percent noise. Noise ¼ 0 corresponds to the reduction in speedup when noise is added. Thus, the speedup without noise is the sum of the Noise ¼ 0:05 and Noise ¼ 0 values, which is printed on the top of each bar in the chart.
We observe that all algorithms scaled up to 1;536 processors, and speedups were always higher than their counterparts in Fig. 8 , thanks to the pre-partitioned data. The addition of the noise does not affect performance as significantly as in the weak-scaling experiments, since the number of coordinates was fixed at 50M, resulting in fewer perturbations and smaller effects on migration cost.
The speedups obtained by MJ are larger than RCB and MJ' up to 384 processors in all instances. However, when the number of processors increases to 1;536, MJ is outperformed by both RCB and MJ'. This result is, again, because MJ seeks a larger number of cuts when the execution is communication bounded. As in the experiments of Fig. 8 , MJ computes Fig. 8 . Strong-scaling speedups of MJ and RCB relative to serial RCB on synthetic data sets with 50M points. Each processor's initial points are randomly generated and scattered over the entire space. (Higher values are better.) Fig. 9 . Strong-scaling speedups of MJ and RCB relative to serial RCB on synthetic datasets with 50M points. Points are randomly generated and then prepartitioned using RCB so that each processor owns a unique area in the space. (Higher values are better.) 255 cuts in the first communication-bounded recursion level, while RCB and MJ' compute only 1 and 15 cuts, respectively. However, MJ' outperformed RCB in most instances with 1;536 processors. These results suggest that when the processor workloads are low, scalability is enhanced by increasing the recursion depth slightly, but multi-sectioning still has performance benefits over bisection. Fig. 10 shows the strong scaling results for the real datasets using MJ, MJ' and RCB, with the same number of parts and recursion depths as for the synthetic 2D and 3D experiments. The real datasets were read from their input files in the order they were stored. Each processor owned a chunk of consecutive coordinates from the file. Because of the order in which the coordinates were listed in the files, the initial distribution of coordinates to processors was somewhat localized. MJ and MJ' performed migration for all of the real datasets after the first step. However, when the recursion depth was larger than two, some processor groups performed migration in subsequent steps based on the imbalance calculations, while others avoided migration.
Huge-bubbles is the smallest real dataset in this experiment. None of the algorithms scaled after 96 processors. In all instances with Huge-bubbles, MJ and MJ' outperformed RCB. As expected, MJ' outperformed MJ on 96 and 384 processors. However, MJ was faster than MJ' on 1;536, likely because MJ' needed to perform more migration because of its higher recursion depth. Similarly, for europe, MJ and MJ' outperformed RCB; MJ' is faster than MJ only on 384 processors. For tetraMesh, the largest real dataset, all of the algorithms scaled up to 1;536 processors, and MJ obtained the best performance in all instances.
Dynamic Partitioning Simulation
In this experiment, we simulated the behavior of the algorithms for dynamic partitioning. We used the synthetic datasets with 4M coordinates per processor. As opposed to the weak-scaling experiments where the target number of parts was fixed, in these experiments, the target number of parts is the number of processors used (i.e., k ¼ r). Thus, although the number of points per processor is constant, the target number of parts (and, therefore, the number of cuts to be computed) increases. In the experiments, MJ was given only the target number of parts and the recursion depth; it determined the number of the cuts along the dimensions automatically, as described in Section 3.3. To simulate pre-distributed data for dynamic partitioning, we generated each dataset and then pre-partitioned the data using MJ or RCB, depending on which algorithm was to be tested. Since data was pre-partitioned using the algorithms themselves, migration volume was zero when no noise was added. However, with noise, the migration volume increased. Fig. 11 shows the execution time of the algorithms, normalized with respect to the execution time of RCB on 24 processors. Although the number of parts computed increased with the number of processors, MJ's execution time was nearly unchanged when there was no noise; this result was largely because the recursion depth was fixed to two or three for 2D and 3D datasets, respectively, regardless of the number of parts computed. In contrast, RCB's recursion depth (and, thus, execution time) grew with the number of parts. For all instances, MJ was faster than RCB, and its performance was affected by noise much less than RCB's.
Multithreading
Almost all of today's parallel systems contain CPUs with multiple cores. To take advantage of these architectures, many applications use hybrid programming models such as MPI+OpenMP. Many studies show that using one MPI process per NUMA node (usually one per socket), and one thread per core of the NUMA node yields good performance. When such a hybrid application calls a partitioning library, the library has two options: either run an MPI-only implementation of the partitioning algorithm, matching the number of MPI processes in the application, or run a hybrid implementation of the algorithm, again with same number of MPI processes but with more flexibility in the number of threads. Clearly, in the former case, the library does not take advantage of all of the cores. But if only MPI-only partitioners are available, this option is the only one that can be used. To address this practical problem, we developed MJ using a hybrid MPI+OpenMP programming model.
All results presented up to this point used one thread per MPI process to fairly compare with Zoltan's RCB. Here, we run an experiment using the huge-bubbles dataset, assuming that the application calling the partitioning library is hybrid. We present results on 1-64 nodes, using four MPI processes per node (since each node in our test environment has four NUMA nodes with six cores each). The partitioner is run using 4-256 MPI processes, and the dataset is partitioned into the same number of parts as MPI processes. The results are given in Fig. 12a . In this figure, U-RCB and U-MJ correspond to RCB's and MJ's under-utilized MPI-only versions; H-MJ represents MJ's hybrid version. As seen in figure, H-MJ obtains speed-ups between 2 and 3 with respect to U-MJ, which clearly highlights the importance of having a partitioning technique that can match the environment in which the application is running.
On the other hand, in Fig. 12b , we compare H-MJ with fully utilized versions of RCB and MJ for the same problem. That is, RCB and MJ are run in the MPI-only mode but using all the underlying cores (24-1536 MPI processes); the data is still partitioned into 4-256 parts. Although H-MJ is faster than RCB in most cases, MJ's MPI-only version is often faster than the hybrid version. This result occurs because the MPI-only implementation has more localized data storage; therefore, it is more cache-friendly than the hybrid version. Hence, we envision H-MJ is needed only for applications that use fewer MPI ranks than available cores. For traditional applications, we recommend MPI-based MJ.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a parallel multi-jagged coordinate partitioning algorithm, MJ, that differs from RCB in its ability to partition into multiple parts at once and its handling of data during partitioning. We have presented experiments on various datasets, and compared the performance of MJ against Zoltan's RCB. Our weak scaling experiments demonstrated that our MJ algorithm performs better than Zoltan's RCB, and scales up to 6,144 processors. MJ scaled well up to 384 processors in most of our strong scaling experiments. We have also evaluated the quality of the RCB and MJ partitions in terms of communication.
A significant difference between MJ and Zoltan's RCB is that RCB migrates the coordinates and weights of the objects after each bisection. Migration allows RCB (and MJ) to work with fewer processors at each recursion and allows execution of subsequent bisections in parallel. Even though the amount of data moved decreases with increasing levels of recursion, all processors perform migration at each recursion level. The worst case occurs when the data is randomly distributed to all processors. In such a case, half of the data will be moved at each recursion. In the ideal case, the initial data is already partitioned, and RCB will not migrate any data.
In contrast, at each recursion, MJ decides whether or not to migrate based on three factors: the expected load imbalance in subsequent partitioning steps, the estimated cost of global reduction operations if no migration occurs, and a threshold on the minimum amount of work allowed per processor. We have shown that MJ makes reasonably good migration decisions; however, the interplay of the data size and system size to decide when migration will be most beneficial can be investigated further. The effect of migration is visible from our experiments. In weak scaling tests, RCB's performance can be attributed to communication costs due to migration. In the strong scaling results for real datasets, the data was already well-localized in processors, and hence, provided a more ideal case for RCB.
